APEC’s Cattle Pro Micro Ingredient system allows you to accurately apply both liquid and dry micro additives directly onto your feed. Since you own the micro ingredient system you are not locked into a long term of supplier’s equipment contract with its inherent markup. With Cattle Pro you have the freedom to shop the market for competitive prices for additives, saving money long term. Our in-house engineers have taken what they have learned over the past twenty years to deliver the solutions the feed industry needs, such as:

The manual process is labor intensive and can be subject to operator error. By implementing the automated Cattle Pro system you will increase productivity, quality and safety while reducing costs and downtime.

It is accepted and compliant with government regulations and offers:

- Bar coded confirmation of ingredients to assure they have arrived at the correct location.
- Lot tracking identifies ingredients’ arrival and usage dates.
- Quality control and inventory is maintained by monitoring expiration dates through first in first out usage.
- Every transaction is Time & Date Stamped providing detailed reports of usage and production throughout the entire process.

Cattle Pro is easy to maintain and use, delivering a quick return on your investment that only grows with time.
Features & Benefits

- ACCURATE WEIGHING OF DRY MICRO ADDITIVES
- SEPARATE LIQUID SCALE FOR INCREASED SPEED AND ACCURACY
- FLUSH HOPPER WITH CONVEYOR FOR COMPLETE CLEAN OUT
- MODULAR CONSTRUCTION FOR MAXIMUM VERSATILITY
- PUMPING SYSTEM USES LESS WATER THEN SIMILAR SYSTEMS
- COMPLETELY ENCLOSED SYSTEM TO ELIMINATE OVERSPRAY
- VARIETY OF BIN AND SCALE SIZES AVAILABLE
- PRE-WIRED AND PRE-PLUMBED FOR EASY INSTALLATION
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